
A packaged-foods brand wanted to take advantage of 
the innovative possibilities of the circular economy 
when managing waste. After partnering with SUEZ, 
its processes are now safer, cost-effective and better 
for the environment.

The challenge
Vesco Foods is a major packaged-foods 
manufacturer that runs its operations in 
Perth 24 hours a day. While a successful 
producer of leading brands in prepackaged 
meals, many of its core waste processes 
hadn’t been updated in 15 years.

Working in partnership with Vesco’s teams, 
SUEZ’s team looked at Vesco’s operations to 
optimise their process and turn food waste 
into new resources.

Workers at the plant emptied all waste, 
including organics and packaging, into a 
compactor that required emptying twice a 
day. They were loaded from stainless steel 
eurobin by shovels or by hand. 

The site also produces a significant amount 
of liquid organic sludge. The Vesco team 
was using small skip bins for sludge — 
a process that presented a number of 
hazards, with the bins having to be swapped 
over frequently by forklift until their waste 
provider collected them.

After observing the end-to-end lifecycle at 
the plant, SUEZ experts saw opportunities 
to improve efficiency and mitigate 
operational risks. 

The smart solution
SUEZ partnered with Vesco Foods to 
introduce a value-for-money process that 
would transform its operations.

How Vesco Foods is 
reducing their cost by 
turning organics waste 
into compost

At the time, a high rate of organics was 
going into Vesco’s compactors. In fact, up to 
60 per cent of the plant’s general waste was 
organic — which was all going to landfill. 
So, the team proposed a system to take 
organic waste out of the compactor and 
divert it from landfill. 

SUEZ proposed that Vesco invest in two 
compactors, allowing it to separate 
organics from general waste. Though this 
involved increased upfront costs — the 
organic waste would need to be emptied 
three times a week, while general waste 
would be emptied twice a week — these 
would immediately be offset by a reduction 
in general waste disposal costs.

The innovative process
Continuous improvement is vital, new 
processes were instituted to enhance 
worker safety and streamline production 
at the Vesco plant. 

Vesco was able to eliminate manual handling 
when SUEZ designed new eurobin lifters 
tailored to the plant. It also updated all of 
its signage and instructions — into English 
and Vietnamese, the two most-spoken native 
languages — to ensure that all workers 
could undertake the processes safely.

Vesco had its liquid waste captured in a tank 
designed by SUEZ for the purpose. This 
allowed a liquid truck to then come to the 
plant twice each week to remove the waste 
via an outlet built into the tank, eliminating 
the risk in the previous process, which 
involved moving bins by forklift each day. 

Engineers also installed a sensor on the 
bin that would send an alert if it filled up 
more quickly. 

With automation in mind, SUEZ recently 
invested in a turbo separator, or 
depackager. The machine takes clients’ 
waste and reduces organics to a fine 
sludge, which is then turned into compost 
in a special facility. From here, Vesco was 
able to implement another new circular 
loop by buying back some of that soil 
conditioner made at the plant.



The benefits
SUEZ understands that transforming a food 
business' waste management is significant 
and value for the customer needs to be at 
the forefront. 

After the new waste disposal system came 
into operation, the increased diversion from 
landfill saved Vesco more than $10,000 in 
disposal costs.

The new bin-handling system saved the 
company roughly $30,000 annually in labour 
costs, while the liquid waste system saved a 
further $30,000 each year in transport costs.

During the first three months of operation 
the material in the organic compactor  
that went through depackaging equated to 
110 tonnes per month in diverted organics 
from landfill.

Meanwhile, enhanced safety and better 
processes that automated manual handling 
and optimised waste sorting saw an 
increase in employee engagement.

Fully implementing this new suite of 
systems and processes at Vesco  
ultimately reduced risks of safety incidents.
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Conclusion
As Vesco’s experience showed, a 
partnership with SUEZ means buying into 
a track record of service excellence and 
the widest range of waste and recycling 
services in Australia. 

SUEZ looks to tailor the 360 Sustainability 
Value Proposition to each of its customers 
and stays engaged with new technologies to 
meet their needs and aspirations.

Businesses in the food, beverage and 
manufacturing industries can access the 
most innovative commercial waste recovery 
and recycling solutions, marrying unrivalled 
expertise with efficiency and sustainability.
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Get in touch with our 
team for a customised 
strategy to get your  
waste working for you.


